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ABSTRACT: Activated carbons derived from hydrothermal
carbonization of sucrose and subsequent KOH activation have
been prepared and tested for the adsorptive removal of
refractory thiophenic compounds. Textural and chemical
properties of the carbons and their corresponding impacts
on adsorption rates and capacities were discussed in detail. The
optimum carbon possessed high adsorption capacity (41.5
mgS/g for 300 ppmwS model oil), fast adsorption rate (97%
saturated within 5 min) as well as relatively good selectivity for
the adsorption of thiophenic compounds due to the abundant
small micropores, suitable mesopore fraction and various
oxygen functionalities present in the carbon. Combined with
the economic and environmental merits of the preparation
procedure, the sucrose-derived activated carbons are promising
candidates for potential practical applications.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Sulfur compounds, which are naturally present in fuels, are
released to the atmosphere as toxic sulfur dioxide, causing
significant environmental and health problems.1−3 To reduce the
sulfur content in fuels, the traditional hydrodesulfurization
(HDS) process is widely employed. Despite that HDS performs
well in the removal of thiols, sulfides and disulfides, it faces some
major problems, such as resistance to thiophenic compounds as
well as high energy and hydrogen consumptions.4,5 Con-
sequently, a series of alternative technologies have been
developed, among which adsorptive desulfurization (ADS) is
considered as a promising approach with several advantages,
including mild operating conditions and selective removal of
refractory thiophenic compounds.6−8

Various adsorbents have been investigated in the ADS process,
such as ion-exchanged zeolites,6,9 metal oxides,10−13 metal−
organic frameworks (MOFs)4,14,15 and carbon-based materi-
als.5,16−25 Among these adsorbents, carbon-based materials have
gained much attention due to their controllable textural and
chemical properties. Commercial activated carbons,18,26−28

homemade activated carbons16,17,29,30 and also some advanced
carbon-based materials, including graphene,31,32 ordered meso-
porous carbons33,34 and MOF-derived carbons,20 have been
applied in the ADS process. However, the ADS performances of
commercial activated carbons are not that satisfactory. On the
other hand, most of the homemade activated carbons or
advanced carbon-based materials applied in ADS are derived
from fossil-based precursors and/or suffer from complex

preparation procedures, which may hinder their potential
industrial applications. In this regard, the preparations of ADS
adsorbents from cheap precursors, including polyethyleneter-
ephthalate waste,35 rice hull,25 and sewage sludge,36 have been
reported by some researchers. However, a preset high temper-
ature carbonization step before activation is generally applied in
these processes, leading to additional cost.
Recently, the synthesis of carbon materials from the

hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) of pure carbohydrates as
well as raw lignocellulosic biomass is attracting increasing
attention.37−45 As a typical disaccharide, sucrose has been
hydrothermally treated by numerous groups. In 2001,Wang et al.
employed the hydrothermal treatment of sucrose to produce
carbonaceous microspheres.43 Later on, Titirici et al.,46 Sevilla et
al.,47 Falco et al.48 and Romero-Anaya et al.39 systematically
investigated the effect of different experimental conditions and
characterized the chemical and structural properties of the
resulting sucrose-derived carbons produced by HTC. Because of
the utilization of cheap natural precursors and low carbonization
temperatures, this approach is considered as a green and
economic one.
However, one limitation of the carbons produced by HTC is

that they possess little porosity. Generally, to develop the pore
network in carbon materials, either physical or chemical
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activation is required.49 Compared to physical activation,
chemical activation is more advantageous considering the
lower activation temperature, less activation time, as well as
higher resulting surface area and pore volume.49 Among various
chemical activation methods with KOH, ZnCl2, or H3PO4, etc.,
KOH activation invented in the 1970s50 is a well-known one
because it can result in activated carbons with defined micropore
size distribution, high micropore volumes and large specific
surface areas. Notably, this approach has been employed for the
production of activated carbons produced by HTC with high
surface areas and narrow micropore size distributions,38−40,51−54

inducing noticeable applications such as methane storage,38

hydrogen storage40 and CO2 capture.51 Inspired by these
encouraging results, we decided to explore the potential

application in the ADS process by carefully tailoring the textural
and chemical properties of the activated carbons produced by
HTC, which has not been reported until now. Because the ADS
process is considered a sustainable one due to the mild operating
conditions, the introduction of the sustainable carbons produced
by HTC into ADS may make the whole process more
sustainable.
In the present work, sustainable activated carbons with

abundant small micropores and suitable mesopore fractions
prepared by hydrothermal treatment of sucrose and subsequent
KOH activation have been utilized in the ADS process. The
optimum activated carbon possessed a fast adsorption rate (97%
saturated within 5 min), high adsorption capacity (41.5 mgS/g
for 300 ppmwSmodel oil) as well as relatively good selectivity for

Figure 1. SEM images (a−e) and elemental contents and yields (f) of the carbon samples.
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the adsorption of thiophenic compounds. Combined with their
economic and environmental merits, these sucrose-derived
activated carbons are promising candidates for ADS from
academic, industrial and environmental viewpoints.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation. The synthesis of activated carbons comprised two

steps: (a) HTC of sucrose at 180 °C and (b) chemical activation with
KOH. In a typical synthesis, 5.4768 g of sucrose (AR, Tianjin Guangfu
Chemical Industry, Tianjin, China) was dissolved in 20 mL of distilled
water and put into a 50mL capacity Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave
in an oven preheated to 180 °C. After 24 h, the solid product was
recovered by filtration, washed with distilled water for three times and
dried in an over at 120 °C overnight. A comparison of HTC conditions
with previous reports can be found in Table S1 in the Supporting
Information. For chemical activation, the resulting char was mixed with
KOH (90%, Aladdin, China) in a mass ratio of 1:0.5, 1:1, 1:2 or 1:4,
heated at 750 °C for 1 h in nitrogen atmosphere in a horizontal quartz
furnace tube, and washed with distilled water to constant pH. The
resulting carbon prepared at the char/KOH ratio of 1:x was denoted as
C-x.
Characterization. The morphologies of the samples were

characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI, Nanosem
430 field emission gun scanning electron microscope). Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of the samples were recorded using
a Bruker Vertex 70 IR spectrometer (4 cm−1) in KBr media. CHN
elemental analysis was performed on a Vario EL CUBE elemental
analyzer. Pore characteristics of the materials were assessed from
nitrogen adsorption−desorption isotherms measured at −196 °C on a
Micromeritics ASAP 2020. The specific surface area (SBET) was
calculated from the Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) method in the
relative pressure range selected based on the rules established by
Rouquerol et al.55 An example and corresponding detailed discussions
(Figure S1 and Table S2) are shown in the Supporting Information. For
the pore size distribution, the volume of micropores (Vmicro) and the
volume of pores smaller than 1 nm (V<1 nm), the nonlocal density
functional theory (NL-DFT) method was used and assuming a slit pore
model. The total pore volume (Vt) was calculated from the last point on
the isotherm, and the mesopore volume (Vmeso) was calculated from the
difference between Vt and Vmicro.
Adsorption Experiments. Model oils were prepared by dissolving

appropriate amounts of benzothiophene (BT), dibenzothiophene
(DBT) or 4,6-dimethyldibenzothiophene (DMDBT) into n-octane or
mixtures of n-octane and para-xylene. BT (98%) and DBT (98%) were
purchased from J&K Chemical Ltd. (Beijing, China). DMDBT (98%)
was purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Beijing,
China), whereas n-octane (98%) and para-xylene (99%) were obtained
from Tianjin Jiangtian Chemical Industry (Tianjin, China). The initial
sulfur concentration was 100 ppmwS within experimental error in all
experiments unless otherwise stated.
Before adsorption, carbon materials were degassed overnight at 120

°C. An appropriate amount of carbon was added into a glass flask with a
magnetic stirrer. Then the model oil (25 mL) was added, and the
mixture was stirred for a desired time at 25 °C in a water bath for an
appropriate time. After that, the solution was separated from the
adsorbent with a syringe filter (hydrophobic, 0.22 μm), and the sulfur
concentration was measured. The sulfur content was analyzed with an
elemental analyzer (Analytical jena, multi EA 5000). All the adsorption
experiments were performed twice to give an average.
The amount of sulfur adsorbed (qt) by the carbon was calculated

using eq 1:

= −q C C V W( ) /t t0 (1)

where C0 and Ct (mgS/L) are the liquid-phase sulfur concentration at
times = 0 and t, respectively. V (mL) andW (mg) are the volume of the
model oil and the weight of the adsorbent, respectively.
Sulfur removal (%) was calculated using eq 2:

= −C C Csulfur removal (%) 100( )/0 e 0 (2)

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterizations of the Adsorbents. The morphologies
of the char and the activated carbons characterized by SEM are
illustrated in Figure 1. Microspheres, which are the typical
morphologies of carbohydrate-derived chars produced by
HTC,38,39 were developed after hydrothermal treatment (Figure
1a). The spherical chars suffered changes in their morphologies
depending on the char/KOH ratio (1:x) after chemical activation
(Figure 1b−e). With the lowest KOH amount (x = 0.5), most of
the particles maintained the spherical morphology with a
shrinkage in the size (Figure 1b). With a larger KOH amount
(x = 1), only part of the spheres remained intact, whereas some
large-sized fragments with sharp edges were formed (Figure 1c).
Further increasing the KOH amount resulted in the formation of
more large fragments at the expense of complete disappearance
of spheres particles (Figure 1d,e).
During the KOH activation process, redox reactions that take

place between various potassium compounds and the carbon are
responsible for the generation of the pore network.40,49,56 The
formation of H2O and CO2 also contributes to the further
development of the porosity through the gasification of
carbon.49,57,58 In addition, the vapors of as-prepared metallic K
are intercalated between the carbon lattices, causing swelling and
disruption of the carbon microstructure.49,59 With increasing
amounts of KOH in the activation process, all these effects
became stronger, leading tomore drastic morphology evolutions.
This is also reflected in the yield decline with increasing KOH
amounts. As is shown in Figure 1f, the yield based on sucrose
dropped from 15.1% to 9.0% when the char/KOH ratio was
increased from 0.5 to 4, indicating higher burnoff caused by more
severe framework etching.
Figure 1f displays the elemental compositions of the char and

activated carbons determined by CHN elemental analysis. The
elemental compositions of the char in this work are similar to
previously reported sucrose-derived chars produced by HTC
(see Table S1 in the Supporting Information). The char
possessed an oxygen content of 31.4 wt %, indicating a high
concentration of oxygen-containing groups present in it. Note
that the oxygen content of the sucrose precursor is 51.5 wt %
based on its molecular formula (C12H22O11). The drop in the
oxygen content is attributed to the polymerization and
carbonization processes occurred in the hydrothermal process,
during which various reactions such as dehydration led to a
decreased number of functional groups.37,40 When it comes to
the activated samples, the oxygen contents decreased compared
to the char in all cases (Figure 1f) due to further carbonization as
well as decomposition of oxygen-containing functional groups at
a high temperature.40,60 On the other hand, the oxygen contents
increased while the carbon contents dropped with larger KOH/
char ratios, again proving that more carbon atoms were oxidized
into CO/CO2 and released into the gas phase, in accordance with
the changes in morphologies and yields.
FTIR measurements were further performed to investigate the

surface functionalities of the samples (Figure 2). A broad
absorption centered at 3400 cm−1 is assigned toOH stretching
in water,61 whereas the bands at around 1700, 1580 and 1100
cm−1 are assigned to CO, CC and CO stretching
vibrations, respectively.24,62 Despite that these bands can be
observed for both the char and the activated carbons, the
intensities of most oxygen-containing bands are relatively lower
for the activated ones, and the CC stretching band shows a
slight shift after activation. Moreover, some additional peaks can
be observed for the char only, including a band at around 2925
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cm−1 attributed to CH stretching mode62 and two bands at
800 and 745 cm−1 probably due to CH out-of-plane bending
vibrations.40 All these differences may be ascribed to further
condensation reactions toward a more aromatic structure at a
high temperature.62

The nitrogen adsorption−desorption isotherms and the
corresponding NLDFT pore size distributions (PSDs) are
plotted in Figure 3. Textural properties of the samples are
summarized in Table 1. The lack of porosity in chars produced by
HTC is commonly reported.38,40,41 In our work, the char
possesses limited pore volume (0.003 cm3/g) and very low
surface area (3 m2/g), consistent with these reports. In addition,
all the pores are in the mesoporous range probably attributed to
interparticle voids.40 After activation, the porosity is greatly
enhanced. As is seen in Figure 3a, Type I isotherms are observed
for all the activated samples, implying the microporous character
of the carbons. With increasing KOH amount, the adsorption
uptake at relative pressure close to 0 becomes higher and higher,
indicating the formation of more micropores. In addition, a
significant widening of the knee of the isotherm is observed for
C-4 compared to the other samples, which implies a broadening
of the micropore size range and the formation of relatively larger
micorpores.40,63 This is also confirmed by the PSD curves. As
illustrated in Figure 3b, an obvious shift toward larger pore sizes
is observed for C-4, whereas the other samples possess pore
systems centered at similar sizes.
It is widely accepted that both textural and chemical factors are

important in the ADS process. For textural properties, the
volume of small micropores (V<1 nm) is considered as a
determining factor affecting the adsorption capacity,17,30 whereas
the amount of mesopores is important for the diffusion of sulfur
compounds into the micropore region.29 In the activation
process, both pore creation and pore widening may take
place.64,65 Small micropores are generated in the former case
whereas larger micropores and/or mesopores are formed in the
latter one through etching of the walls of already created pores.
At KOH/char ratios less than 2, the effect of pore creation was
dominating, resulting in increased volume of small micropores.
Thus, an increase in V<1 nm is observed (Table 1). In contrast, the
effect of pore widening only triggered a slight shift toward larger
pores sizes in the PSD as indicated in Figure 3b. This is also
reflected in the ratio of V<1 nm/Vmicro, which decreased slightly
from 0.860 to 0.780 when the KOH/char ratio was increased
from 0.5 to 2. However, a further increase from 2 to 4 resulted in

a decline in V<1 nm, and V<1 nm/Vmicro dropped dramatically to
0.386. In this situation, the effect of pore widening became
dominant, and larger micropores were formed at the expense of
small micropores. When it comes to Vmeso, an increase is
observed in the whole KOH/char ratio range. This is easy to
understand because the effect of pore widening always takes
place, leading to the formation of more mesopores.

Kinetic Study. The effect of contact time on sulfur
adsorption amounts was investigated in the range of 5−120
min, and the results are presented in Figure 4. When the char was
used as the adsorbent, the sulfur concentration in the model fuel
remained the same as the initial one in the whole time range (data
not shown). For the activated samples, different adsorption
amounts were observed depending on the contact time and
KOH/char ratio.
To gain a better insight into the adsorption process, the

pseudo-second-order kinetic model has been used to fit the
experimental data,21,34 which is expressed by the following
equation:

= · · + · ·q q k t q k t/(1 )t e
2

2 e 2 (3)

where qe (mgS/g adsorbent) is the amount adsorbed at
equilibrium; qt (mgS/g adsorbent) is the amount adsorbed at
contact time t (min); k2 (g/(mg·min)) is the pseudo-second-
order rate constant. The fitted curves are displayed in Figure 4

Figure 2. FTIR spectra of the carbon samples.

Figure 3. Nitrogen adsorption−desorption isotherms (a) and the
corresponding NL-DFT pore size distributions (b) of the samples.
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and the calculated parameters are listed in Table 2. Note that for
C-4 the fitting failed because the adsorption amounts remained

intact in the whole time range, indicating a very fast adsorption
rate. As is shown in Table 2, the high regression coefficient (R2)
values showed that the ADS process in this work matched the
pseudo-second-order kinetic model very well. The equilibrium
adsorption amounts followed the order C-2 > C-4 > C-1 > C-0.5,
and the rate constants were in the order of C-4 > C-2 > C-1 > C-
0.5 (C-4 is added for clarity).
To reach equilibrium in the batch adsorption experiment, a

long contact time ranging from a few hours to several days is
usually employed,5,10,16,24 leading to more operation cost from a
practical viewpoint. Thus, it is highly desirable to develop ADS
adsorbents with both large sulfur capacity and high adsorption
rate. In this work, the order in rate constants is exactly the same as
the order in mesopore fraction (Vmeso/Vt) shown in Table 1.
Obviously, the presence of more mesopores in the carbon
adsorbents favored the diffusion of DBT, leading to larger rate
constants. In fixed-bed adsorption systems, a contact time of
several minutes is often utilized.66,67 In this regard, we further
calculated the ratios of q5/qe for the activated carbons. For C-0.5,

q5/qt is only 0.721, indicating strong diffusion resistance due to
the low mesopore amount (0.029 cm3 g−1). In contrast, q5/qe
reaches a high value of 0.970 for C-2 with a mesopore amount of
0.100 cm3 g−1. When it comes to C-4, which has the largest
mesopore fraction, the adsorption amount at 5 min is found to be
equal to the value at equilibrium. Thus, for C-2 and C-4, a short
contact time may be enough for fixed-bed applications.
Combined with their high sulfur capacity, C-2 and C-4 are
considered as promising ADS adsorbents.

Effect of Textural and Chemical Properties on Sulfur
Capacity. To illustrate the effect of textural properties, qe was
plotted to the corresponding V<1 nm. Linear correlation showed
that a good linear trend (R2 = 0.936) existed between qe and
V<1 nm (Figure 5a). This provided some strong evidence that the

Table 1. Texture Properties of the Char and the Activated Carbons

sample SBET
a Vt

b Vmicro
b Vmeso

b V<1 nm
b V<1 nm/Vmicro Vmeso/Vt

char 3 0.003 0.000 0.003 0.000 1.000
C-0.5 841 0.336 0.307 0.029 0.264 0.860 0.085
C-1 1088 0.453 0.408 0.045 0.327 0.800 0.099
C-2 1430 0.618 0.516 0.101 0.404 0.782 0.164
C-4 2217 1.006 0.776 0.230 0.299 0.386 0.229

aMeasured in m2 g−1. bMeasured in cm3 g−1.

Figure 4. Kinetic studies for DBT adsorption over the carbon samples
(initial sulfur concentration: 100 ppmwS DBT, T = 25 °C, adsorbent
dosage = 2 g/L, no para-xylene added).

Table 2. Pseudo-Second-Order Kinetic Model for DBT
Adsorption on the Samples

sample qe (mgS g
−1) k2 (g mgS

−1 min−1) q5/qe R2

char 0.0
C-0.5 9.9 0.041 0.721 0.987
C-1 15.2 0.100 0.898 0.999
C-2 19.0 0.330 0.970 0.999
C-4 17.0 1.004

Figure 5. Effects of V<1 nm (a) and oxygen content (b) on adsorption
amounts.
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sulfur capacity is closely related to the amount of small
micropores, in accordance with previous reports.17,21,30 These
small pores are considered be the most active adsorption centers
due to the similarity of their sizes to that of DBT.30,68

However, compared to the values in previous reports,17,30,68

the regression coefficient of 0.936 is relatively lower. In addition,
despite that C-1 has more pores less than 1 nm compared to C-4,
the order in qe is reversed. As discussed above, with a change in
the KOH amount, both textural and chemical properties of the
carbons varied, the latter has been proved to have some beneficial
effect on the sulfur adsorption amounts.23−25,27,69,70 In these
reports, oxidation modification of the carbons is often employed
with various oxidation agents, and the increase in sulfur
adsorption amount is mainly attributed to an increase of the
oxygen-containing functionalities on the carbon surface.
Thus, we further evaluated the effect of chemical properties by

plotting the amounts adsorbed per volume in pores smaller than
1 nm (qe/V<1 nm) to the corresponding oxygen contents for the
activated carbons (Figure 5b). The result showed that qe/V<1 nm
increased with increasing oxygen content, which demonstrated
the beneficial effect of oxygen-containing functionalities on sulfur
adsorption amounts. Some specific interactions, such as acid−
base interactions and polar−polar interactions may exist between
the surface functionalities on the carbon surface and the sulfur
atom in thiophenic compounds, favoring the adsorption of DBT
in our work.
Effect of Arenes. As arenes are naturally contained in fuels,

effective adsorption of thiophenic compounds in the presence of
arenes is a most important issue.23,71 The adsorptive removal of
DBT in the presence of para-xylene has been carried out using C-
2 as the adsorbent. Figure 6 shows that the adsorption amounts

decreased due to the competitive adsorption of DBT and para-
xylene.72 With 10% para-xylene added (para-xylene:n-octane =
1:9 by mass), qe decreased by 17%−44% depending on the
adsorbent dosage. When the fraction of para-xylene was
increased to 20% (para-xylene:n-octane = 2:8 by mass), a larger
drop of 28%−54% in qe was observed. For comparison, the
reduction in DBT adsorption amount over a commercial
activated carbon was reported to be 80% when 20% benzene
was added.19 In another work,71 using few-layer graphene-like

boron nitride as the adsorbent, the reduction was reported to be
23% with 20% para-xylene in the model fuel.
The divergence may be attributed to different adsorption

mechanisms in different cases. Adsorption of DBT on
commercial activated carbons, which has few oxygen-containing
functionalities, is governed by the dispersion interactions in the
small micropores through the π−π interaction between the
aromatic structure of DBT and the π band of the graphitic planes
in the carbons.18,35 This type of interaction also exists between
the arenes and the carbons, and the dynamic diameters of the
arenes (0.58 nm for benzene73 and 0.59 nm for para-xylene74)
are similar to that of DBT (0.55 nm75). These similarities may
lead to strong competitive adsorption between DBT and arenes,
resulting in significant reduction when arenes were added. In our
work, the rich oxygen-containing functionalities in C-2may act as
polar76 and/or acid centers27 on the carbon surface, favoring
DBT adsorption through specific interactions (polar−polar
interaction and/or acid−base interaction) which are weak or
absent between arenes and the carbon. Thus, the reduction in qe
is not that significant. Finally, in the case of boron nitride,71 the
adsorption of DBT was mainly through Lewis acid−base
interaction, leading to the relatively higher selectivity for
thiophenic compounds.

Adsorption Isotherms. It has been revealed above that C-2
can act as an efficient adsorbent for the adsorption of DBT. To
investigate the adsorption effects of other refractory thiophenic
compounds, further experiments have been performed using
other adsorbates. The adsorption isotherms (Figure 7) for the
three compounds (BT, DBT and DMDBT) are plotted to follow
the Langmuir and Freundlich equations34,71 and the fitting
parameters are summarized in Table 3.

The Langmuir equation is given as

= · · + ·q q K C C K/(1 )e max L e e L (4)

where KL (kg/mg) represents the Langmuir constant that relates
to the affinity of the binding sites describing the intensity of the
adsorption process, and qmax (mgS/g) is the maximum
adsorption capacity.
The Freundlich equation can be represented as

Figure 6. Effect of arenes on adsorption amounts (initial sulfur
concentration: 100 ppmwS DBT, T = 25 °C, adsorbent dosage = 2 g/L;
initial concentrations of para-xylene: 0, 10% or 20% of the model fuel).

Figure 7. Adsorption isotherms for sulfur over C-2 (initial sulfur
concentration: 100 ppmwSDBT,T = 25 °C, adsorbent dosage = 1−6 g/
L, no para-xylene added).
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= ·q K Ce F e
1/n

(5)

where KF and n are Freundlich constants indicative of adsorption
capacity and adsorption intensity, respectively.
As is shown in Table 3, the correlation coefficients for the

Langmuir model were larger than those for the Freundlich
model, suggesting that the Langmuir model was slightly more
suitable for the carbons. The maximum adsorption capacities
(qmax) calculated by the Langmuir model are 14.6, 27.0 and 27.2
mgS/g for BT, DBT and DMDBT, respectively. The order of
DMDBT > DBT > BT is in accordance with previous
reports,77−82 probably attributed to the differences in the
interaction strength and adsorption energy.19,80 This is also
reflected in the order of KL values, which describes the intensity
of the adsorption process (Table 3). Besides, from the fitting
results with the Freundlich model, both KF (representing the
adsorption capacity) and n (representing the adsorption
intensity) followed the same order of DMDBT > DBT > BT,
further verifying the credence of the results.
Regeneration. For carbon sorbent in adsorptive desulfuriza-

tion, the usually employed regeneration methods were solvent
extraction28,34,83 or thermal treatment.83,84 In this work, we
employed both methods as follows to investigate the
regeneration performance of carbon sample C-2.

(a) Solvent extraction. After the first adsorption run (C0 = 100
ppmwS DBT, T = 25 °C, adsorbent dosage = 2 g/L, no
para-xylene added), the adsorbent was separated by
centrifugation and then para-xylene was added (0.5 L/
g). The mixture was ultrasonically treated using an
ultrasonic cleaner for 1 h. After that, the adsorbent was
separated by centrifugation again and dried at 145 °C
overnight for the next adsorption run.

(b) Thermal treatment. After the first adsorption run, the
adsorbent was separated by centrifugation, dried at 145 °C
overnight and then heated at 500 °C in nitrogen
atmosphere for 1 h for the next adsorption run.

As illustrated in Figure 8, the adsorbent regenerated by solvent
extraction afforded 80% and 78% of the initial adsorption
capacity for the second and the third run, whereas the
corresponding values were 73% and 57% for the thermally
regenerated sample. The regeneration efficiencies in our work are
comparable to those of previously reported carbon adsorb-
ents.21,34,83,85

Table S3 summarizes the DBT adsorption capacities over
various adsorbents. The adsorption capacity over the activated
sucrose-derived carbon (C-2) in our work is comparable or
better than MOFs, ion-exchanged zeolites, graphene-like boron
nitride and various carbon-based materials. Considering that
higher initial concentrations generally lead to higher sulfur
capacities,34,71,86 a high adsorption capacity is expected if a higher
initial concentration is employed. To address this issue, we

further tested the ADS performance of C-2 at an initial
concentration of 300 ppmwS DBT and achieved an increased
qmax of 41.5 mgS/g (Figure S2). Combined with the fast
adsorption rate, relatively good selectivity as well as potential for
higher capacity and better selectivity with further post-treatment
modifications (e.g., oxidation, incorporation of metals), the
sucrose-derived activated carbon is considered a promising
candidate for the removal of thiophenic compounds from
transportation fuels.
Last but not least, the sucrose-derived activated carbon in the

present work has several economic and environmental merits
including the utilization of cheap natural precursor and low
carbonization temperature. In the whole preparation process, no
other solvent but water is used, preventing the possible
environmental pollution caused by organic solvents. Moreover,
the valuable potassium species may be recycled, which may
further reduce the preparation cost (see details in the Supporting
Information).

■ CONCLUSION
Activated carbons derived from hydrothermal carbonization of
sucrose and subsequent KOH activation have been prepared and
tested for the adsorptive removal of refractory thiophenic
compounds (BT, DBT and DMDBT) from model fuels. The
changes in textural and chemical properties of the carbons with
an increase in the KOH/char ratio were characterized in detail by
SEM, FTIR, nitrogen adsorption−desorption and CHN
elemental analysis. On the basis of the kinetic studies, it was
revealed that the adsorption rates were closely related to the
mesopore fractions, whereas the adsorption amounts were
related to the volumes of pores smaller than 1 nm as well as the
contents of oxygen in the carbons. The adsorption isotherms
were well fitted to the Langmuir and Freundlich models, and the
maximum adsorption capacities were in the order of DMDBT >
DBT > BT. The optimum carbon synthesized with a KOH/char
ratio of 2 possessed a fast adsorption rate (97% saturated within 5
min), high adsorption capacity (41.5 mgS/g at C0 = 300 ppmwS)
and relatively good selectivity for the adsorption of thiophenic
compounds. Combined with the economic and environmental
merits of the preparation procedure, the sucrose-derived
activated carbons may be promising candidates for potential
practical applications.

Table 3. Summary of Parameters from Fitting the Isotherm to
Different Models

Langmuir Freundlich

adsorbate, C0
(mgS/kg)

qmax
(mgS/g) KL

a R2 KF
b n R2

BT/100 14.6 0.020 0.998 0.70 1.69 0.990
DBT/100 27.0 0.116 0.968 6.27 2.87 0.955
DMDBT/100 27.2 0.155 0.988 7.80 3.30 0.940

aMeasured in kg mgS−1. bMeasured in (mgS g−1) (kg mgS−1)1/n.

Figure 8.Regeneration performance of sample C-2 by solvent extraction
or thermal regeneration (initial sulfur concentration: 100 ppmwS DBT,
T = 25 °C, adsorbent dosage = 2 g/L, no para-xylene added).
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